
 

 

AOT202 THERMODYNAMICS 
CATEGORY L T P CREDIT 

PCC 3 1 0 4 
 

Preamble: Goal of this course is to expose the students to the quantitative analysis of machine and 
processes for transformation of energy between work and heat. Laws of thermodynamics would be 
able to quantify through measurement of related properties, to these energies and their 
interactions. After this course students will be able to recognize similar problems in real-world 
situations and respond accordingly. 

Prerequisite: Nil 

Course Outcomes:  After the completion of the course the student will be able to 

CO 1 Evaluate the various thermodynamic relation and entropy changes 
CO 2 Analyse and solve the problems related to flow and non-flow process 
CO 3 Analyse the air standard cycle 
CO 4 Illustrate condition of working medium 
CO 5 Analyse the properties of pure substance 
 

Mapping of course outcomes with program outcomes 

               PO 1 PO 2 PO 3 PO 4 PO 5 PO 6 PO 7 PO 8 PO 9 PO 
10 

PO 
11 

PO 
12 

CO 1 3 3 1          
CO 2 3 3 1          
CO 3 3 3 1          
CO 4 3 3 1          
CO 5 3 3 1          
Assessment Pattern 

Bloom’s Category Continuous Assessment Tests End Semester Examination 
1 2 

Remember 10 10 10 
Understand 20 20 20 
Apply 20 20 70 
Analyse    
Evaluate    
Create    
 

Mark distribution 

Total Marks CIE ESE ESE Duration 

150 50 100 3 hours 
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Continuous Internal Evaluation Pattern:  

Attendance     : 10 marks 
Continuous Assessment Test (2 numbers) : 25 marks 
Assignment/Quiz/Course project  : 15 marks 
 
End Semester Examination Pattern: There will be two parts; Part A and Part B. Part A contain 10 
questions with 2 questions from each module, having 3 marks for each question. Students should 
answer all questions. Part B contains 2 questions from each module of which student should answer 
any one. Each question can have maximum 2 sub-divisions and carry 14 marks.  
 
Course Level Assessment Questions 

 Course Outcome 1 (CO1): Evaluate the various thermodynamic relation and entropy changes 

1. List out the Maxwell’s Equation 

2. Explain the causes of entropy increase 

3. Derive the Clausius –Clapeyron Equation 

Course Outcome 2 (CO2) : Critically analyse the problem and solve the problems related to flow 
and non-flow process 

1. Derive an expression for steady flow energy equation 

2. A 2m3rigid tank initially contains air at 100 Kpa and 22oC. The tank is connected to a supply line at 
600 KPa and 22oC. The valve is opened and air  is allowded to enter the tank, until the pressure in the 
tank reaches the line pressure at which the valve is closed. A thermometer is placed in the tank 
indicates that air temperature at final state is 77oC. Determine (a) the mass of air that has entered the 
tank(b) the amount of heat transfer 

3. Derive    (i)                                                

             (ii)                                                                                                   

  Course Outcome 3(CO3): Analyse the air standard cycle 

 1. Compare Otto, Diesel and dual cycle 

 2. Compare  Brayton and Rankine cycles 

 3. An engine works  on an ideal dual cycle , the pressure and temperature at beginning of the cycle 1 
bar and 900 C. The compression ratio of the cycle is 11 and maximum pressure is limited 49.2 bar. 
The heat supplied at constant pressure continues for 5% of the stroke. Find the work done per Kg of 
air and cycle efficiency? 

Course Outcome 4 (CO4): Illustrate condition of working medium 
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1. Explain Seebeck effect with the help of a diagram 

2. Show that the first law of thermodynamics leads to the consequence that “ Energy is a property of a 
thermodynamic system” 

3. Define specific heat. Derive a relation between specific heat 

Course Outcome 5 (CO5): Analyse the properties of pure substance 

1. Discuss the P-T diagram for a pure substance 

2. A pressure cooker contains 1.5 Kg of saturated steam at 5 bar. Find the quality of heat which must 
be rejected so as to reduce the quality to 60% dry. Determine the pressure and temperature of the 
steam at the new state 

3. A thermal power plant operating on an ideal Rankine cycle has a mass flow rate of 10Kg/s through 
it. Water is fed to the boiler at 50 bar and leaves the condenser  as saturated liquid at 0.1 bar. The 
mass flow rate of cooling water through the condenser is 500 Kg/s. The cooling water enters the 
condenser at 30oC and leaves at 40oC. Calculate the temperature at which steam enters the turbine, 
the thermal efficiency of the power plant and the power output of the turbine 

 

 

Model Question Paper 

QP CODE:  

                                                                                                                                  Reg No .:_______________  

   Name :_________________ 

APJ ABDUL KALAM TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY FIRST SEMESTER B.TECH DEGREE EXAMINATION, 
MONTH & YEAR 

THERMODYNAMICS 

Course Code: AOT 202 

 

Max. Marks: 100                                                                                                                       Duration: 3 hours 

Part A 

(Answer all questions; each question carries 3 marks) 

1. With the help of neat diagram explain  Seebeck effect 

2. Show that the first law of thermodynamics leads to the consequence that “ Energy is a 
property of a thermodynamic system” 
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3. State the Kelvin-Plank statement of the second law of thermodynamics 

4. State the Carnot theorem 

5. Enumerate Gouy - Stodola theorem 

6. Explain the causes of entropy increase 

7. List out the Maxwell’s Equation 

8. Compare Otto, Diesel and dual cycle 

9. How does  Brayton cycle compared with Rankine cycle 

10. Discuss the P-T diagram for a pure substance 

PART B 

(Answer one full question from each module, each question carries 14 marks) 

Module -1 

11. Derive    (i)                                                                     (8 marks) 

             (ii)                                                                                                  (6 marks) 

12. (i) A fluid at a pressure of 3 bar and with specific volume of 0.18m3/kg contained in a cylinder 
behind a piston expands reversibly to a pressure of 0.6 bar. According to a law P=C/V2, where 
C is a constant. Calculate the work done by the fluid on the piston                     (8 marks) 

(ii) Define specific heat . Derive a relation between specific heat                                (6 marks) 

                                                                                 Module -2 

13. (i) A 2m3rigid tank initially contains air at 100 Kpa and 22oC. The tank is connected to a 
supply line at 600 KPa and 22oC. The valve is opened and air  is allowded to enter the tank, 
until the pressure in the tank reaches the line pressure at which the valve is closed. A 
thermometer is placed in the tank indicates that air temperature at final state is 77oC. 
Determine (a) the mass of air that has entered the tank(b) the amount of heat transfer     

  (8 marks) 

(ii) Derive an expression for steady flow energy equation                                   (6 marks) 

14. A reversible heat engine operates between two reservoirs at temperatures of 600oC and 
40oC. The engine drives a reversible refrigerator which operates between reservoirs at 
temperatures of 40oC and -20oC. The heat transfer to the heat engine is 2000Kj and the net 
work output of the combined engine refrigerator plant is 360 KJ 

(a) Evaluate the heat transfer to the  refrigerant and the net heat transfer to the reservoir 
at 40oC. 
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(b) Reconsider (a) given that the efficiency of the heat engine and the COP of the 
refrigerator are each 40% of their maximum possible values                                 (14 marks) 

                 Module -3 

15. (i) Enumerate Clausius Inequality                                                                                         (8 marks) 

(ii)A rigid cylinder containing 0.005 m3  of nitrogen at 1 bar and 290K is heated reversibily 
until the temperature becomes 360 K. Determine the heat supplied and entropy change. 
Assume nitrogen to be a perfect gas and take  = 1.4 and R= 296.93 J/KgK                (6 marks) 

16. (i) Show that the work done by a closed system by interacting only with the surrounding in a 
reversible process is always more than that done by it in an irreversible process between the 
same end states.                                                                                                  (8 marks) 

(ii) Calculate the decrease in available energy when 25 Kg of water at 95oC mix with 35 Kg 
of water at 35oC , the pressure being taken as constant and the temperature of the 
surroundings being 15oC.(Given Cp= 4.18 KJ/KgK)                                                  (6 marks) 

 

Module -4 

17. (i) Derive the First and second TdS Equation                                                                      (8 marks) 

(ii) Derive the Clausius –Clapeyron Equation                                                                      (6 marks) 

18. An engine works  on an ideal dual cycle , the pressure and temperature at beginning of the 
cycle 1 bar and 900 C. The compression ratio of the cycle is 11 and maximum pressure is 
limited 49.2 bar. The heat supplied at constant pressure continues for 5% of the stroke. Find 
the work done per Kg of air and cycle efficiency?                                                            (14 marks) 

Module -5 

19. A pressure cooker contains 1.5 Kg of saturated steam at 5 bar. Find the quality of heat which 
must be rejected so as to reduce the quality to 60% dry. Determine the pressure and 
temperature of the steam at the new state                                                                     (14 marks) 

20. A thermal power plant operating on an ideal Rankine cycle has a mass flow rate of 10Kg/s 
through it. Water is fed to the boiler at 50 bar and leaves the condenser  as saturated liquid 
at 0.1 bar. The mass flow rate of cooling water through the condenser is 500 Kg/s. The 
cooling water enters the condenser at 30oC and leaves at 40oC. Calculate the temperature at 
which steam enters the turbine, the thermal efficiency of the power plant and the power 
output of the turbine.                                                                                                            (14 marks) 
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Syllabus 

 

Module 1 
Basic Concepts - Macroscopic and Microscopic viewpoints, Concept of Continuum, Thermodynamic 
System and Control Volume, Surrounding, Boundaries, Types of Systems, Universe ,Thermodynamic 
properties, Process, Cycle, Thermodynamic Equilibrium, Quasi – static Process ,State, Point and Path 
function. Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics, Energy - Work - Pdv work and other types of work 
transfer, heat and heat capacity. Joule’s Experiment- First law of Thermodynamics - First law applied 
to Non flow  Process- Enthalpy-specific heats- PMM1 
 
Module 2 
First law applied to Flow Process, Mass and Energy balance in simple steady flow  process.  
Applications of SFEE-Jet Engine Components, Transient flow – Filling and Emptying Process. 
(Problems), Limitations of the First Law. Second Law of Thermodynamics, Thermal Reservoir, Heat 
Engine, Heat pump – Performance factors, Kelvin-Planck and Clausius Statements, Equivalence of 
two statements, Reversibility, Irreversible Process, Causes of Irreversibility, Corollaries of second 
law, PMM2, Carnot’s theorem and its corollaries, Absolute Thermodynamic Temperature scale.  
 
Module 3 

Clausius Inequality, Entropy- Causes of Entropy Change, Entropy changes in various thermodynamic 
processes, principle of increase of entropy and its applications, Entropy generation in open and 
closed system, Entropy and Disorder, Reversible adiabatic process- isentropic process ,Available 
Energy, Availability and Irreversibility- Useful work, Dead state, Availability function, Availability and 
irreversibility in open and closed systems - Gouy-Stodola theorem , Third law of thermodynamics 
 
Module 4 

General Thermodynamic Relations – Combined First and Second law equations – Helmholtz and 
Gibb’s functions - Maxwell’s Relations, Tds Equations. The Clapeyron Equation, equations for internal 
energy, enthalpy and entropy, specific heats, Throttling process, Joule Thomson Coefficient, 
inversion curve. Air standard cycles- Otto cycle , Diesel, Dual and Brayton cycle- air standard 
efficiency- mean effective pressure 
 
Module 5 

Pure Substances, Phase Transformations, Triple point, properties during change of phase, T-v, p-v 
and p-T diagram of pure substance, p-v-T surface, Saturation pressure and Temperature, T-h and T-s 
diagrams, h-s diagrams or Mollier Charts, Dryness Fraction, steam tables. Property calculations using 
steam tables. Standard Rankine  cycle , Reheat and Regeneration cycle, Heat rate, Specific 
steam, consumption ,Tonne of refrigeration 
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Text Books 

1. Nag.P.K., “Engineering Thermodynamics”, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2013. 

2. Yunus A. Cengel and Michael A. Boles, “Thermodynamics: An Engineering Approach” 

McGraw-Hill  7thedition 2010. 

 

Reference Books 

1.  Arora C.P, “ Thermodynamics”, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2003. 

2. YVC Rao,“Engineering Thermodynamics through examples”, Universities Press,2011 

3. Holman.J.P., “Thermodynamics”, 3rd Edition, McGraw-Hill, 2007. 

4. Merala C, Pother, Craig W, Somerton, “Thermodynamics for Engineers”, Schaum Outline 

Series,Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 2004. 

5. Rathakrishnan E., “Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics”, Prentice-Hall India, 

2005. 

Course Contents and Lecture Schedule  
 
No Topic No. of Lectures 
1                                                  Module 1    8 
1.1 Basic Concepts - Macroscopic and Microscopic viewpoints, Concept of 

Continuum, Thermodynamic System and Control Volume, Surrounding, 
Boundaries, Types of Systems, Universe, Thermodynamic properties, 
Process, Cycle, Thermodynamic Equilibrium, Quasi – static Process, 
State, Point and Path function 

 
2 

1.2 Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics, Energy - Work - Pdv work and other 
types of work transfer, heat and heat capacity 

2 

1.3 Joule’s Experiment- First law of Thermodynamics  - Enthalpy-specific 
heats- PMM1 

1 

1.4 First law applied to Non flow Process 3 

2                                                  Module 2                                                                    10 
2.1 First law applied to Flow Process, Mass and Energy balance in simple 

steady flow process..  
1 

2.2 Applications of SFEE-Jet Engine Components, 2 

2.3 Transient flow –Filling and Emptying Process.(Problems), Limitations of 
the First Law. 

2 

2.4 Second Law of Thermodynamics, Thermal Reservoir, Heat Engine, Heat 
pump – Performance factors, Kelvin-Planck and Clausius Statements, 

2 
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Equivalence of two statements 

2.5 Reversibility ,Irreversible Process, Causes of Irreversibility, Corollaries of 
second law, PMM2 

2 

2.6 Carnot’s theorem and its corollaries, Absolute Thermodynamic 
Temperature scale.  

1 

3                                                   Module 3                                                                     8 
3.1 Clausius Inequality ,Entropy- Causes of Entropy Change, Entropy 

changes in various thermodynamic processes, principle of increase of 
entropy and its applications,  

2 

3.2 Entropy generation in open and closed system, Entropy and Disorder, 
Reversible adiabatic process- isentropic process 

2 

3.3 Available Energy, Availability and Irreversibility- Useful work, Dead 
state, Availability function 

2 

3.4 Availability and irreversibility in open and closed systems - Gouy-
Stodola theorem , Third law of thermodynamics 

2 

4                                                     Module 4                                                                   9 
4.1 General Thermodynamic Relations – Combined First and Second law 

equations – Helmholtz and Gibb’s functions - Maxwell’s Relations 
2 

4.2  Tds Equations. The Clapeyron Equation  2 

4.3  equations for internal energy, enthalpy and entropy 1 

4.4 specific heats, Throttling process, Joule Thomson Coefficient, inversion 
curve. 

1 

4.5 Air standard cycles- Otto cycle ,Diesel, Dual and Brayton cycle- air 
standard efficiency-mean effective pressure 

3 

5  Module 5 10 
5.1 Pure Substances, Phase Transformations, Triple point, properties during 

change of phase, T-v, p-v and p-T diagram of pure substance, p-v-T 
surface 

2 

5.2 Saturation pressure and Temperature, T-h and T-s diagrams, h-s 
diagrams or Mollier Charts, Dryness Fraction, steam tables. Property 
calculations using steam tables. 

3 

5.3 Standard Rankine cycle  2 

5.4 Reheat and Regeneration cycle, Heat rate, Specific steam consumption 
,Tonne of refrigeration 

3 
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